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Ansrnlcr
Rl- and R3-ordered mixed-layer illite/smectite (I/S) sampleswith 10, 18, and 300/o
expandablelayers were investigated by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HnrErvr)at 400 kV. In both Rl and R3 I/S samples, lMastacking dominates; in many
crystals,stackingfaults limit lM order to only two or three layers.Although a high degree
of stacking disorder largely accounts for lMl characteristicsas seenin X-ray diffraction
patterns, HRrEMimages indicate that individual 2: I layers of I/S have slightly different 0
values. Such structural heterogeneityof individual layers also contributes to the weakness
or absenceof hkl reflections.In one R3 I/S crystal (with 100/o
expandablelayers),localized
2M,-llke stacking occurs within a disordered stacking sequence.
Simulated images show significant differencesbetween illite and smectite interlayers,
but they cannot be differentiated in experimental images. Although the concept of fundamental particles (Nadeau et al., 1984a, 1984b, I 984c) implies that 20- and 40-A-thick
particles dominate in Rl and R3 I/S, respectively,consistentpacket thicknessesshowing
the characteristicsof fundamental particles are not observedin our specimens.All structure images show regions with coherent stacking,most of which are at least two or three
times thicker than the predicted fundamental particles of Nadeau and coworkers. This
observation supports the suggestionofAhn and Peacor (1986b) that thin "fundamental
particles" are secondarycrystallites derived from larger crystals by cleaving at smectite
interlayers during sample preparation.

INrnonuctIoN
Mixed-layer illite/smectite (I/S) is widespreadin sedimentary and low-grade metamorphic rocks. Its chemical
and structural properties influence important geological
phenomena,including the development of abnormally
high fluid pressuresin sedimentary strata and migration
of petroleum (Powers,1967; Burst, 1969; Bruce, 1984).
Thus, it is important to understand (a) how illite and
smectite are interstratified and (b) the structural characteristics of poorly crystalline I/S prior to transformation
to well-crystallized micas in high-temperature environments. However, there is considerableuncertainty about
how illite and smectiteare interstratifiedand even the
extent to which they are intergrown. Some data from
X-ray diffraction (xno) and transmission electron microscopy(reu) seemincompatible (Nadeau et al., 1984a,
I 984b, I 984c;Ahn and Peacor,I 986a, I 986b).The present study was undertakento reconciletheseobservations.
Most I/S showsReichweite 0, 1, or 3 (R0, Rl, and R3)
ordering by xno (Jagodzinski, 1949; Reynolds and Hower, 1970; Reynolds, 1980). It has been investigatedin
several reM studies (e.g., Ahn and Peacor, 1986a; KlimentidisandMackinnon, 1986;Yauet a1.,1987;Hansen
and Lindgreen, 1987; Huff et al., 1988; Veblen et al.,
0003404x/90/03044267502.00

1990), and image simulations by Guthrie and Veblen
(1989) showed that under special imaging conditions illite and smectite interlayers exhibit different contrast in
TEMrmages.
Nadeauet al. (1984a,1984b, 1984c)proposedthat I/S
that showsthe xno characteristicsof Rl and R3 ordering
consistsmainly of 20- and 40-A-thick "fundamentalparticles." They suggestedthat the interfacesbetween these
particles are capableof absorbingwater and organic moleculesand thus behavelike smectiteinterlayers,implying
that materials yielding xRD patterns of I/S do not necessarily contain both illite and smectiteinterlayers.Nadeau
etal. (1984b, 1984c,1985)alsosuggestedthatindividual
fundamental particles are primary crystallization products rather than secondaryparticles disarticulated from
larger crystals during sample preparation.
In contrastto the above,Ahn and Peacor(l 986b) suggestedthat the smectiteinterlayers,being loosely bonded,
are more easily cleaved than illite or micalike interlayers; they concluded that thin flakes similar to the fundamental particlesofNadeau et al. (1984a, 1984b, 1984c)
can be derived during sample preparation from larger
crystalshaving two types of interlayers.Veblen et al.
(1990) reported that illite- and smectiteJayerratios de-
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following the method of Ahn and Peacor(1985). They
were examined at 400 kV with a JEoLJEM4000Extransmission electron microscope having a structure resoluS i 1 s 5 A l 91 5
T
tion limit of 1.7 A and a spherical aberration coefrcient
(C.) of 1.0 mm (Smith et al., 1986).A 40-pm objective
o
aperture and a 150-pm condenseraperture were used for
Si1 55.{1s.35 T
imaging.
Int
The nnrevr imaging of I/S was difficult becausethe
T
samplesdamagerapidly in the electronbeam and because
0
most crystals are bent and randomly oriented. The thin
S i 1 s 5 A l s1 5
T
edgesthat are most appropriate for HnreM imaging damage particularly rapidly in the electron beam. To reduce
N
a
o
:
S
Int
the effects of damage by the electron beam, specimens
Si1 s5Alq.15
T
were examined at low beam intensity, and images were
0
obtained at l50kX and 200kX, which are relatively low
Si1 65,4'1635
T
magnifications for HRTEMimaging. Proper defocus was
achievedby changingfocus slightly toward an underfocus
Fig. l. Schematic
diagramof idealRl I/S. Thecompositions
from imageshaving minimum contrast. Use of
ofthe tetrahedral(T) and octahedral(O) sheetsand interlayers condition
monitor
helped greatly.
a
TV
(Int) areindicated.The structurewasassumed
to be centeredat
TEM
confirmed xno data that the major
observations
resultingin two differenttetrahedralsheetsin a
the interlayers,
sheet silicate in our samples is I/S; minor chlorite also
T-O-T layer(modifiedafterAhn and Peacor,1986b).
occurs.Crystalsshowing the characteristicsofdetrital micas(Ahn and Peacor,1986a)were not observed.The electermined from rru imagesare consistentwith those from tron micrographs reported here are selectedfrom among
xRD. Results of 2eSiNun analysesalso indicate that I/S hundredsof images.Although we attempted to selectrepcontains both illite and smectite layers (Altaner et al., resentativeimages, the small sample sizescharacteristic
1988),and Altaner et al. (1988) and Altaner and Bethke of nxreu studies preclude certainty that HRTEMimages
(1988) suggestedthat disarticulation at smectite interlay- are truly typical.
ers may occur by osmotic swelling during the cation-satIvr.q.cn sTMULATToNS
uration process.The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)results reported here further
Simulated images of Rl I/S were obtained using Arisupport the idea that fundamental particles are, in fact, zona StateUniversity multislice programs(O'Keefe et al.,
artifacts of sample preparation.
1978;O'Keefe and Buseck,1979). Image simulationswere
In the present study, chemically untreated Rl and R3 performedusingthe instrumental parametersgiven above,
I/S were studied using HRrEM to investigate their layer together with a beam divergenceof 0.8 mrad and a destackingand the physical dimensions of crystalsthat ap- focusbeam spreadof 100 A.
parently show the characteristicsof fundamental partiSmectite and illite are known to show a wide range of
cles.This study contains the first report of HRrEUimages layer charges and compositions (Weaver and Pollard,
of I/S that show the details of stacking sequences.Such 1973).In our image simulations,smectitewas assumed
imagesprovide data about the thicknessesof crystalsthat to contain dehydrated interlayers, and smectite and illite
consist of structurally continuous 2:l layers; thus, the layers were assumed to have the compositions
physical dimensions of fundamental particles can be de- Na".Alr(Sir rAl03)Oro(OH)2
and IG,Alr(Si33Alo.?)Oro(OH)2,
termined directly from the images.Image simulations were respectively. Although such model compositions differ
performed for I/S to identify theoretical differencesbe- slightly from those of natural L/S, these approximate
tween smectiteand illite interlayersin Hnrerraimagesand compositions can be used to determine how illite and
to determine the imaging conditions appropriate for in- smectitelayersdiffer in reu images.
terpretation of stacking €rrrangements.
Smectite and illite have 2:l layer structures similar to
micas (Hofmann et al., 19331,Grim et al., 1937), but
ExpnnrNrnNr,lL
structurerefinementsfor VS do not exist. Therefore,highThree specimensthat show typical Rl and R3 ordering voltage electron-diffraction refinements of lM muscoby xno were investigated.SampleMB 885 from the Man- vite (Soboleva and Zvyagin, 1969) were used for both
cosShale(Nadeauand Reynolds, I 98 I ; Keller et al., 1986) illite and smectite structures. An approximate Rl I/S
shows xno patterns of Rl I/S with 300/oexpandablelay- structure luv.rthC2/m symmetry was modeled based on
ers. The R3 I/S samplesconsist of (a) Kalkberg bentonite the IM stacking of illite and smectite layers. Each layer
with 100/oexpandable layers from Cherry Valley, New was assumed to extend from octahedral to octahedral
York, and O) a hydrothermal clay with 180/0
expandable sheets(Fig. l). Thus, interlayer positions fall within struclayers from Zempleni, Hungary.
tural units rather than at their boundaries(Hower,1967).
Ion-milled specimenswere prepared from small chips Assuming that the illite and smectite layers extend from
trlite:

Ko.?Al2(Si33Alo.?)Olo(OH)2

Sm€ctite: Nae.3Al2(Si3.7A16.3)Olo(OH)2
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Fig.2. The orientationrelationshipbetweenzoneaxesand
an octahedralsheetof lM mrca(Sobolevaand,Zvyagin,1969).
Sixzoneaxesthat arerelatedby n(60)'rotationsfrom the a axis
areshown,with stackingsymbolsfollowingthoseof Rosset al.
(1966)andZvyagsn
(1962).
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one interlayer to another does not take into account the
possible presenceof two types of interlayers (Ahn and
Peacor,1986b).
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INr.c,cn-srNruLATroNRESULTSAND INTERpRETATToN
For the lM rnica structure, "empty tunnels" in the interlayerscan be viewed along six directions:I l0], [00],
ll10l, [110],[100],and 11t01.Thesearerelaredby n(60)'
rotations from the a axis and are shown in Figure 2 with
the stacking symbols of Zvyagin (1962) and Ross et al.
(1966).At high resolution the positions of such tunnels
can be imaged under appropriate imaging condition as
white spots and can be utilized for determining layer(Iijima and Buseck,1978;Amouric et
stackingsequences
al.,l98l).
The imagesof ideal Rl mixed-layer I/S were simulated
for six orientations. The results (Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c) show
that circular white spotswith an -4.5-A periodicity occur at a defocus(Lfi of -200 A and appearin the positions of the tunnels at both illite and smectiteinterlayers.
The spotsbecomelessprominent with decreasingA/ and
they appear rectangularand lesswell defined at Scherzer
focus(-490 A).
In simulated images at Af : -200 A, the white spots
at smectiteinterlayersare more diffuse than those at illite
interlayers; the tunnels are also less well defined when
fewer alkali cations are present.Ideally, the differencesin
thesespotscould be usedfor distinguishing smectitefrom
illite interlayers in HRTEMimages. However, the exact
positionsofthe spotsin alkali-deficient2:l layer silicates
may be more diftcult to determine becausethe spots are
more diffuse. The simulations for 125-kV rerraimages of
Guthrie and Veblen (1989) also showedthat the shapes
and sizesof white spots of illite and smectite interlayers
differ.

o

af=-2OOA

af=-49OA

J-

Fig. 3. Projected crystal potentials (left sides)and simulated
images (center and right sides of figures) of ideal Rl VS as viewed
down the (a) [ 10] or [I 10], O) tl00l or [I00], and (c) [1 l0] or
-200 and -490 A. I and S
[ll0] directions of A/values of
denote illite and smectite layers, respectively.The open circles
mark the positions of "empty tunnels," as discussedin the text,
and the PSVs are drawn onto the calculatedimages.The objective aperture(radius : 0.6 A-') is centeredon the incident beam,
and a crystal thicknessof I 50 A and acceleratingvoltage of 400
kV are used.
The relative stacking orientations of individual layers
can be visualized by drawing lines from a white spot in
one interlayer region to the closest white spots ofadjacent
layers (Iijima and Buseck, 1978). Such connecting lines
represent projected stacking vectors (PSVs). For I l0] (or
[110]) images (Fig. 3a), the angle between the PSV and
(001) is approximately 99.73 (when 0 : 101.20', which
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o

af=-49OA

Fig.4. Simulated
[010]imagesof idealRl I/S at -200 and
-490 A defocus.
Theinsetsrepresent
thecrystalpotentialofone
unit cell. Simulationswere performedusing the sameinstruparameters
mentaland electron-optical
asfor Fig. 4.
is the casefor the lMmuscovite refined by Sobolevaand
Zvyagin,l969). Imagesfor [00] (or [100])(Fig. 3b) result
in PSVsthat are perpendicularto the (001) basalplanes.
Simulated images obtained along [10] (or [II0]) (Fie.
3c) show PSVs that are tilted at the same angle as I l0]
(or I l0]) imagesbut in the oppositedirections.

Only threedistinct anglesexistbetweenPSVsand (001)
planes,and so Il0], [00], and Il0] imagescannotbe
distinguishedfrom [110], [100], and [10] images,respectively,in the 1M mica structure.Except for some Limicas, the stacking rotations of most micas are n(120)
(Radoslovich,1959;Rosset al., 1966).In this study,the
stackingrotations of I/S were assumedto be restricted to
n(120)', so the relative orientations ofstacked layers can
be interpreted from a single orientation.
Other tunnels at interlayers of micas can be projected
for [010]. [310], [3I0]. t0l0l, t3l0l, and [310] orientations, which are related by n(60)'rotations from the D
axis (Fig. 2).Image simulationsfor theseorientationsshow
that tunnels with a 2.6-A periodicity can be imaged using
the rror JEM4000Exelectron microscope (Fig. 4). However, their projected sizesare smaller, and the white spots
have shorter periodicities than those for the previous six
orientations. The diffusenessof the spots of smectite interlayersis also evident for theseorientations. The image
at Scherzerfocus (Fig. 4) shows two rows of large white
spots that correspond to tunnels between cations in the
tetrahedral and octahedral sheetsin a 2:l layer. Similar
spots were imaged for minnesotaite and utilized for determining the widths of tetrahedral strips (Ahn and Bu-

Fig. 5. Structureimage of sampleMB 885 showingwhite spots with 4.5-A periodicities. PSVs andZvyagtn symbols are marked
on the image. Although a stacking fault occurs at M, none is present at N. The white spots betweenM and N are indistinct as a
result of structural distortions.
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Fig. 6. Opticaldiftaction patternfrom the imageof Fig. 5.
The centralrow containsdistinct 00/ reflectionspotsat l0-A
(arrow),whereasspotsin both adjacentrowsare disspacings
persedparallelto c* (seetext).
seck, 1989).However, the white spots at the interlayers
of I/S in these projections are difficult to use for determining the relative stacking rotations becausethey display no significantdifferencesin the anglesbetweenPSVs
and (001).
ExpnnrNmNrrAl HRTEM

TMAGES

For all three samplesexaminedhere,distinct white spots
with a 4.5-A periodicity at the interlayers appear at a
slight underfocus (A/ = - 200 A), in agreementwith the
image simulations. Such interpretable two-dimensional
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Fig. 8. Structureimagefrom the Zemplenisample.The layersshowIM stacking,and no stackingfaultsoccur.The angles
betweenPSVsand (001)of individuallayersvary slightly.

images that contain information about the positions of
small groups of atoms will be called "structure images"
in this discussion(e.g.,Buseckand Iijima, 1974;lljima
and Buseck, 1978), although ideal structure images are
only obtained at rather special experimental conditions
(Spence, 1988). The stacking orientations of individual
layersin some imagesare marked using Zvyagin symbols
(cf. Iijima and Buseck, 1978); PSVs have been drawn
onto the images.
A structure image of specimen MB 885 (Rl) shows
highly disordered stacking (Fig. 5). The observed se-

Fig. 7. Structure image of sample MB 885 showing relatively few layers that are related by white spots. A wider white fringe,
which apparently corresponds to a slightly separatedinterlayer region, occurs between P and P'.
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Fig. 9. Structure images from the Kalkberg sample. (a) The T-O-T layers are stacked regularly in the central portion of the
crystal, but the stacking changesat the top and bottom of the image. (b) Part of the crystal shows two-layer stacking. Zvyagin symbols
are marked.

quence (BBAABBCCCAA) indicates that stacking faults
limit units showing apparent lM stackingto two or three
layers. When the white spots at the interlayers are traced
from layer to layer, the anglesbetween PSVs and (001)
changeslightly, even though the PSVs are slanted in the
same direction. An optical diffraction pattem (Fig. 6) of
the area of Figure 5 contains lll, lll, and02l reflections
that are scatteredin the rows parallel to c* on both sides
of the 00/ reflection row. These reflections indicate that
individual unit layers have slightly diferent B values.
Although most structure images of Rl I/S show eightto ten-layer units that can be connected by PSVs, relatively thin packetsof layers showing white spots also occur (Fig. 7). The image shows at least four successive
interlayers with white spots, indicating that at least five
2:1 layers are stackedcoherently.
Structureimagesof R3 I/S samplesalso contain extensive areasthat can be connectedby PSVs. The image in
Figure 8 is of an R3 sample (Zempleni) projected along
the [110] (or [110]) zone axis. The PSVsare tilted in the
same direction, indicating that the marked area shows
I M stacking.Such regions that are free of stacking faults
over eight or more layers are uncommon in I/S samples.
The angles between the PSVs and (001) differ slightly,
indicating slight variations in the B values of individual
layers.
In Figure 9a, the layers at the center of the image have
[0](C) or [3](e) orientations. However, the stackingsdiffer
at the top and bottom ofthe image,and at the figure edges
the white spots are indistinct. Figure 9b shows an image
in which two repeatsof twoJayer stacking can be identified. Ifthe stacking rotation is restricted to ,4(120)',the
stacking sequenceis [2020](BCBC), which is a 2M, sequence.
Most I/S crystalsare slightly curved. Parts of the crys-

tals are therefore commonly slightly out of the Braggdiffraction condition, and the white spots along a series
of end-to-end PSVs do not display equal intensities and
sharpness.Therefore, accuratepositions ofthe spots are
difficult to determine. Portions of most crystals that can
be connectedwith white spotsat the interlayersare thicker than seven or eight layers, and the packets that have
coherent stacking may actually be thicker than those
shown in the structure images.
DrscussroN
Structural disorder in I/S
The minor variations in B values of some layers, as
indicated by the observed anglesbetween the PSVs and
(001) of individual layers, presumably occur becauseof
slight structural differencesbetween illite and smectite,
minor structural distortions, or both. As a result of the
similar interlayer spacingsof illite and collapsedsmectite,
the layerscannot be distinguishedunambiguouslyin rervr
images.The differencesin appearanceof the white spots
in simulated images(Fig. 3) are not evident in the experimental images.
'the
lMo stacking sequenceis thought to be dominant
in I/S (Hower and Mowatt, 1966;Srodoti and Eberl, 1984),
although some xRD studies suggestthe occurrenceof lM
and 2M, polymorphs in illite-rich I/S (Inoue et al., 1987
Austin et al., 1989). Structure images show that ,lM
stacking in I/S is intemrpted by stacking faults, and apparertt lM stacking occurs for only a few 2:l layers in
most crystals. It seems plausible that the IMo slacking
proposedby Yoder and Eugster(1954, 1955)resultsfrom
narrow regionsof I M malerial that are offsetby randomly spacedstackingfaults, as is shown in our images.However, slightly different B anglesin stacked2:l layers sug-
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gest that minor structural heterogeneitiesmay also
contribute to the features seen by xno. These layer-tolayer difeirences reduce the phase coherence of X-ray
scatteringbetweenthe stackedlayers,and reflection spots
other than 00/ are diffuse.
Drits (1987) showed that xnp patterns are not sufrciently sensitive to reveal the degreeof heterogeneityin
I/S, and he suggestedthat "precise studies are therefore
required to reveal the existenceof homogeneous,quasihomogeneous,and heterogeneousmixedJayer samples."
Individual smectite and illite layers can have a broad
range of composition, and existing analysespresumably
representonly the averagecompositions ofheterogeneous
I/S (Ahn and Peacor, 1986a).Many xno studiesindicate
that lMo sheet silicates decreasein abundance with increasingmetamorphic grade(Reynolds, 1963;Hower and
Mowatt, 1966;Maxwell and Hower,1967):the structural
disorder and probable chemical heterogeneity inferred
from the HRTEMdata presumablydecreaseand eventually
disappearduring the transition to more stable1M or 2M,
illite (or muscovite) with increasing temperature. Both
structural heterogeneityand stacking disorder are apparently characteristicof lMdl/5, and some of the features
in structure images may be related to the chemical heterogeneityof individual layers.
Implications of HRTEM data for
fundamental particles
Nadeau et al. (1984c) defined fundamental particles as
"individual or fine particles that yield a single-crystalpattern by electron diffraction." They also stated that fundamental particles are individual crystals rather than
crystal fragments. The available data about the thicknessesof fundamental particles are based on measurement of replicas of Pt-shadowed flakes, some of which
might be disarticulatedparticles produced during sample
preparation.
rervrinvestigationsof ion-milled specimensshowedlarge
regions containing lattice fringes with periodicities that
were suggestedas representingmixed layering of illite and
smectite (Hansenand Lindgreen, 1987; Ahn and Peacor,
I 989;Jianget al., I 989; Yeblen et al., I 990).In addition,
mixed layering was demonstrated in reu studies of rectorites (McKee and Buseck, 1978; Klimentidis and
Mackinnon, 1986; Ahn and Peacor, 1986b).However,
lattice-fringe images do not contain information regarding structural coherencybetween stacked 2:l layers, and
Nadeau (1986) suggestedthat areasoflattice fringes that
are thicker than fundamental particles consist of aggregates of fundamental particles having a high degree of
face-to-faceorientation.
Using nnreu, the interlayersbetween structurally continuous 2:l layers can be distinguished from those between layers having simple face-to-facecontact but no
structural continuity. In single crystals of micas, the 2:.1
layers maintain coherent stackingsrelated by n(120)'or
r(60)' rotations, and HRrEMimagesat appropriateorientations show periodic white spots (Fig. 3). However,
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there is no necessarystructural continuity between stacked
Their interfacescan occur without any specific
aggregates.
layer-toJayer crystallographicrelationshipsand so would
not be expectedto show periodic white spotsin structure
images.
If the I/S showing Rl or R3 ordering in xn-p patterns
consisted of fundamental particles, the thicknesses of
packetsthat show continuous rows of white spots should
be dominated by two- and four-layer units, respectively.
However, our HRTEMobservations of both Rl and R3
samples indicate that packets having coherent stacking
arrangementsare thicker than the predicted two or four
layers and thus are inconsistent with the hypothesis of
fundamental particles.
Such disagreementcan be resolved if weakly bonded
smectite interlayers disarticulate more easily than illite
interlayers (Ahn and Peacor, 1986b). Crystal-thickness
measurementsof Pt-shadowed particles by Nadeau and
coworkersare basedon <0. l- or <0.2-pm fractions.It
is thus possible that disarticulated particles are concentrated during the laboratory separation process. However, the specimensinvestigatedin the presentstudy were
prepared by ion-milling of petrographic thin sections,
which avoids the creation ofdisarticulated thin particles.
The fundamental particles of Nadeau and coworkers are
apparently secondarycrystallites that were originally parts
of larger crystals that contained two types of interlayers.
2M, stacking sequencesin I/S
During burial or contactmetamorphism, IMo I/S reacts
to form IM illite (or muscovite), which then transforms
to 2M, muscovite at higher temperatures (Velde and
Hower, 1963; Maxwell and Hower,1967; Hoffman and
Hower, 1979;Lee et al., 1985).Our nnrnu imagesindicate that most layer stackingsin the I/S sampleswe studied are consistent with lMd sequences.Areas having 1M
stacking occur, but they are uncommon. Although two
units of 2M,-type stacking were observed in an R3 I/S
sample,extensive2M, stackingsequenceswere not identified. Short repeatsof 2M' occur in I/S, apparently because,by analogy to the pyriboles (Veblen and Buseck,
1979), disordered stacking sequencescan result in the
appearanceof locally ordered stacking.
Lattice fringes of areaswith 2Mr stacking would show
2-layer periodicities that resemblethose of areas having
Rl mixed layering, as demonstrated in the simulations
of Guthrie and Veblen (1989). If 2Mt stacking actually
occurs in I/S, as indicated in xno studies (Inoue et al.,
1987; Austin et al., 1989),care will be required to correctly interpret twoJayer periodicities in lattice-fringe
images of I/S. However, in the specimenswe studied,
2M, stackjng is rare, and so we conclude that most twolayer periodicities of I/S lattice fringes represent mixed
layering.
CoNcr,usroNs
L The stacking of individtal 2:l layers of I/S can be
interpreted in the sameway as micas (Iijima and Buseck,
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1978;Amouric et al., l98l). In JEoLJEM+000exrr,vr images,at Af = -ZOO A the positions of the white spots in
the two types of interlayers correspond to the "empty
tunnels."
2. Image simulations imply that illite and smectite interlayerscan ideally be distinguishedin structure images,
but they could not be unambiguouslydifferentiatedin our
experimental HRrEMimages.
3. Most Rl and R3 I/S crystals show lMo stacking
sequencesin which lM stackingis interrupted by abundant stacking faults.
4. Structure images show that individual layers within
I/S have slightly different B angles,suggestingthat such
structural heterogeneityas well as stacking disorder may
account for the characteristicweaknessor absenceofftkl
reflectionsin xnp patterns of lMo materials.
5. Localized 2M,-type sequencesin R3 I/S may result
from random stacking in disordered material.
6. Most regions of crystals showing coherent stacking
relationships are thicker than the hypothesized fundamental particles of Nadeau and coworkers.Thus, our HRrrv data suggestthat these "fundamental particles" are
artifacts of sample preparation and not primary crystallites.
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